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Thank You, “F.K.”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
By Faith Jackson
What makes an
Editor, you ask?
That’s easier to
answer than, What
Makes a Damn
Good Editor, the
discussion for
today:
1) Curiosity.

Frances Kolarek

Frances Kolarek, and the question before the
house is How/Who will replace her? This June,
2007 is her last issue as Editor of The Collingtonian.
When Frances arrived here early on with her
Schnauzer, and began walkabouts to see what
would be interesting to do, she beamed in on the
publication run by the late Margaret Wertz and
Mary MacLean, which had been started by Jane
Wall. “Because,” Frances says, “I went to

You have to be a

meetings and fussed about the contents so

real snoop, check

much,” they resigned, and she became editor for

out leads, ask

one “wildly unprofessional” but learning year,

questions, listen.

experimenting all over the lot with format and

2) Build an editorial board or committee.
Bedevil, entice, cajole or bludgeon members to

fonts.
She brought with her expertise she developed

write stories you or they sniffed out, on time,

as a teenager growing up in Washington, where

since you can’t/won’t, shouldn’t have to do it all

she started working in and around newspaper

yourself.

offices. “When WWII carried off the male staff, I

3) Cut and paste to make a good layout.

sat down at the City Desk, and never left. When

4) Choose a top Assistant like Ardyce Asire,

[husband] Joe got a wartime job in NYC I worked

who checks copy and spelling with an eagle
eye, listens and provides good suggestions,

at Time magazine.”
At The Collingtonian, Frances had found a

advice and a shoulder for leaning on when

home, although she shared editorship, next, with

needed.

Tom Street (now living at Ingleside), who was

5) Not to mention: Commitment to an

editor for two years. During this time she

Unshakeable Deadline, Hard Work, Dedication,

produced the terrific book celebrating Colling-

FUN. HUMOR.

ton’s first ten years. After Tom, came beloved

That, Ladies and Gentlemen, describes

Layne Beatty whose death last month we

continue to mourn. He was a marvelous editor
and taught all of us very much.

coming up shortly for her consideration.
Very dear to Frances’s heart is daughter Mary

Then came Ed Behr, for two years, who

Frank, whose husband heads The Carnival

brought us tales of historic Prince George’s

Corporation which controls several major cruise

county houses and nature stories. Standing on

lines. Mary travels the world with him and also

his cottage lawn here, his hawk eyes can spot a

with Frances, especially when she was working

bird leaving its nest in Upper Marlboro!

in Italy on her doctorate in Art History. She now

Then back came Frances for these past four

lives in Key Biscayne, Florida, and is President

years. She has built The Collingtonian into one

of the Board of the Miami Art Museum. Here is

of the best CCRC monthly publications in the

another world open to Frances, whenever. . .

country. Truth. No wonder many able residents
are afraid to take over, although Frances and

So, bottom line:
“I want to join the Marketing Committee, keep

Ardyce make a standing offer to do all the typing

reporting for The Collingtonian if editors approve.

and layout and proofing. A real time-saver and

I want to sleep late. I am trying to learn to walk

safety net. Think about it.

again.” And for her 90th birthday party this year

So far, the nominating committee has flunked

she plans a “bang-up celebration to beat all

-- bedeviling, cajoling, enticing or bludgeoning --

others.” Along the line she has said to this

for nobody has come forward to replace her as

reporter, and proved it many times, “I can be

full-time editor. Our temporary solution is for The

vindictive, mean and nasty.” Right, which is why

Collingtonian staff to each take a month as

she’s sometimes known as Ms. Choleric! But

Guest Editor.

Hey, nobody’s perfect. Just yell back. She is a

I, Faith Jackson, will be the September editor,
(we close for the summer) and will announce my

no-nonsense 14-carat friend.
Collington residents and staff: salute Frances

successor for October. Meanwhile, we invite all

Kolarek’s long and generous contribution to our

residents who are interested to join our commit-

community with the utmost appreciation and

tee and contribute articles until someone with

gratitude, and wait to see what she turns to next.

Frances’s enthusiasm declares he/she would
The Collingtonian

like to have a go. You writers among us, think
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about it, think about it hard. Please.
Ask Frances what she wants to do next. Ha!
This is the new FK to be. We are not writing her
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Obit, heaven forfend. You thought editing was
all-consuming. During her tenure she has
produced all the folders on Collington Activities
that newcomers receive, and reworked our all-

Editor: Frances Kolarek; Assistant, Ardyce Asire
Staff: Sally Bucklee, Robert Elkin, Gloria Ericson,
Jarvis Freymann, Helen Gordon, Maggie Gundlach,
Sheila Hollies, Faith Jackson, Margo Labovitz and

encompassing reference to life here, The

Anne Stone.

Concierge. Our Twentieth Year book may be

Photographer: Elsie Seetoo
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History Comes Alive
By Sheila Hollies

wanted his reporting to be accurate, but also to
be balanced rather than narrowly political. A
pacifist in his youth, he became more conserva-

Bo Heald is one of those fortunate people

tive in later life. Nevertheless, he managed to

who has known what he wanted to do with his

maintain contact with members of the Nazi party

life from a very early age. In childhood, access to

as well as those connected with the Kaiser’s

his grandfather’s wide-ranging library attracted

family, and even those who were plotting against

him to the study of history, and he has greatly

the government. As more and more people

enjoyed his career as a professor of American

struggled to leave the country, he became an im-

History.

portant resource for those in

He has written two books

need of help. He was fortunate

and co-authored two others.

in having contact with a num-

His latest achievement is edit-

ber of people outside Germany

ing the correspondence of a

who came to visit him.

journalist based in Berlin dur-

Through them, he was able to

ing the years from 1922 to

smuggle a lot of his material to

1942. Louis P. Lochner was

the outside world. Nothing

an American by birth, but

seemed to phase him -- on one

through family members and

occasion he planned a dinner

the fact that his second wife

party attended by a mixture of

was German, he became fa-

Nazis and Jews. Apparently

miliar with Germany, its

the party was a success, al-

history and its culture, during

though it was never repeated.

those tumultuous years. A

He became Chief of the Berlin

good knowledge of the lan-

Bureau of the Associated Press in 1928 and in

guage was of inestimable value to Lochner in

1939 was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for his cover-

studying the impact of Nazi rule.

age of the Munich crisis. When the US entered

Bo happened across these letters while do-

the Second World War, he, along with many oth-

ing research for another book, pursuing an inter-

ers, was briefly interned, but then released and

est in American correspondents overseas which

returned to his work unscathed. He never be-

he had developed while a visiting professor in In-

came widely known, however, as the AP report-

dia during the Sixties. Very soon he became en-

ers were denied a byline.

grossed in the political scene which emerged

We are grateful to Bo for bringing to light a

from his reading. These letters provide the most

truly extraordinary and courageous journalist

complete look currently available of the life and

who has provided us with a detailed account of

work of a foreign correspondent. After the war,

his life and work.

Lochner edited Goebbel’s papers.
Lochner lived his life on a knife edge. He
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O, Pioneers!

“I didn't think I’d like it when I first came here
in 1988,” Priscilla says. But that changed. “I

When Collington was dedicated on October

saw how people helped each other; how neigh-

23, 1988, there were 143 residents with an aver-

bors offered to shop for somebody that was sick;

age age of 78. Not a single one was chanting:

how they drove each other if somebody needed

“Not ready yet!” Today’s familiar plaint: “I’m not

a ride. You don’t see much of that outside of

ready yet!” was the furthest thing from their

here nowadays,” she adds.

minds. They were ready -- for adventure, a new
experience, a new challenge.

Priscilla, at her place in Reception, is the one
person among our pioneers whom everyone

This May, Collington celebrated the lives of
the 33 pioneers who continue to live among us.
Edna Lingreen, who instigated this salute,

knows, loves and depends on for names and
numbers. She started as a cook, working out of
three cottages in the 3100 cluster. “Rich Baker

was joined by Roberta Decker and Pat King in

(our first head of Dining Services) never cooked,

preparing a volume of brief memories of those

though!” she says, contradicting resident

early pioneering days. The auditorium was

memories. “He oversaw our work. I cooked --

quickly filled and our CEO, Larry Mabry, pitched

salads and baked goods. We made sandwiches

in to help serve drinks.

people bought from a vending machine. Finally,

We aptly call these first residents “pioneers”
because as early as 1985 they began visiting an
uncleared tract of land reached by detours and

on the first Thanksgiving Day, the dining room
opened.”
Helen Cole came to do our laundry and

narrow country roads which they would, one day,

housekeeping in 1988 and rose through hard

call “home.” Then too, the concept of a

work, ability and leadership to head our House-

continuing-care retirement community was still

keeping Department and Laundry. “Staff is here

new and largely untested.

to take care of the residents” was the watchword

Without this intrepid group, you and I might

then -- and continues to be today as Helen trains

be stuck in a highrise with a parking lot for a view

new employees. We don’t see her as often as

instead of enjoying trees, lawns, walking trails

we see Priscilla. But when we do, we get a

and our little lake -- breathing room.

smile and a cordial greeting.

As the first president of the Residents Asso-

Why have these two women stuck with us so

ciation said: “We who live at Collington are usu-

loyally across the years? Be humbled. They are

ally called residents. . . I prefer to think of us as

here because they like us.

friends and neighbors.” That spirit still lives on,

Finally, we also need to remember the mem-

19 years later. We live together not by rules and

bers our early Board and of Bishop John

bylaws, but by mutual respect.

Walker’s staff who worked to convert his dream

We continue today in the spirit Priscilla Atkinson has so clearly enunciated:
4
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into bricks and mortar. Our thanks to residents
Marion Henry and John Evans. Yes, pioneers,
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too.

F.K.

Early in the Morning
By Pat King
Pioneering
Residents:

Since Lucy, my puppy, came to live with me, I
get up between 5:30 and 6 every morning. No, I

Marion Camp
Virginia Colony
Alex Dragnich
Louise Eckerson
Earl Eisenhart
Al Folop
Mildred Gray
Aline Grayson
Eileen Henderson
Katherine Kendall
Hilda and John Jay
Juliet Lohr
Art Longacre
Mary MacLean
Dorothy Morthorst
Jean Pennock
Lorraine Phillips
Mary Price
Phil Robinson
Connie Schnaubelt
Marian Schubauer
Peg Sisson
Emily Torbert
Reta Van Warmelo
Penny Vickery
Gertrude Wallace
Anna White
Our Staff Members:
Priscilla Atkinson
Helen Cole

am not the only person stirring on campus. I often run into Odeen Paige, our Washington Post
delivery woman.
Odeen is a really early riser. She is up at 1
a.m. and on her way to the Landover distribution
center to pick up the newspapers every morning.
There she puts each paper in its plastic sleeve,
loads the lot in her van and starts on her rounds.
At Collington, she has learned which residents are early risers and thoughtfully delivers
papers to them first. Then she does the others.
She often sees as many as six deer grazing on
our campus at dawn.
Odeen has asked me to pass along the word
that if your newspaper is late in arriving, it’s
because the Post was late getting to the distribution center.
And if the weather has brought sleet, or
snow or ice, Odeen has to wait until the roads
have been cleared and salted before starting out.
Two years ago Odeen’s doctor told her to get
more exercise and it was then that she started
delivering the Post.
She comes from Selma, Alabama where she
graduated from Selma University. She and her
husband share their Upper Marlboro home with
their three children aged 12,13 and 15.
Once she has brought us our newspapers,

Board and Diocese:
John Evans
Marion Henry

she is ready to start her 9 to 5 job with the National Association of Machinsts.
Thanks, Odeen. Having the paper on our
doorstep every morning means so much to us!
June 2007
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Wyler Film Festival
By Jarvis Freymann

types of pictures” offering a wider variety of creative challenges.
For his efforts, the movie industry honored

Another in a series of popular film festivals
sponsored by the Library Committee and emceed by Margot Starr Kernan kept Collington

him with three Oscars, twelve nominations for direction, and another three for producing.
The festival’s second film, Roman Holiday,

residents well stimulated and entertained

starring Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn (who

throughout the month of May.

won the Best Actress of 1953 Oscar for her role

The program began on May 7 with the showing of Directed by William Wyler, a biographical
documentary produced and introduced in a per-

as the princess) was shown to a packed auditorium on May 15th.
The third and final film in the series, Jezebel,

sonal appearance by Wyler’s daughter Cather-

was shown on May 22. Bette Davis won the

ine. In a lively question and answer session fol-

Oscar for best actress in a leading role and Fay

lowing the film, Ms. Wyler -- a former Vice Presi-

Bainter won the Oscar for best actress in a sup-

dent of Columbia Pictures, current Director of the

porting role under Wyler’s direction in that 1938

High Falls Film Festival in Rochester, New York,

classic.

and a successful actress and filmmaker in her

Margot Starr Kernan reports that she and the

own right -- said she thought her father’s great-

Library Committee are already laying plans for

est strength lay in his genius for bringing the very

another Collington mini-film festival next fall.

best performances out of the actors who were

Bravo!

fortunate enough to work with him. Such movie
greats as Laurence Olivier, Bette Davis and Audrey Hepburn numbered themselves among Wy-

Lake and Trail Committee?
Beside the lake a mother Mallard shelters

ler’s greatest admirers.
A master craftsman, William Wyler directed
37 feature films over his 47-year Hollywood ca-

her brood in a shady spot while Mother Goose
takes her family for a walk on the trail.

reer, including such landmark titles as Dead End,
Jezebel, Wuthering Heights, The Letter, The Little Foxes, Mrs. Miniver, The Best Years of Our
Lives, Ben Hur and Funny Girl. Although not
generally considered to be an “auteur” (a director
capable of giving his work his own, immediately
recognizable creative signature), Wyler later
commented that, rather than turning out
“generics” that bore his individual stamp, “it was
more challenging, and more fun to do different
6
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In Praise of Karen Cheney


Travelling in Tandem

By Robert Elkin

Talking with Karen Cheney, Collington’s Office Manager, quickly reveals why 97 percent of
our residents expressed their satisfaction with
her in the January survey. Her warmth and flexibility become evident in conversations with her.
Not only does she love her job, but she has felt
very much at home here since she came on
board 13 years ago.
Although her responsibilities are broad and
impressive, she has always believed she is here
for the residents; being responsive to residents is
a key part of how she views her job. Because of
her long tenure, Karen provides a link to Collington’s history; she has become our institutional
memory, providing information and background

Paul and Jan Houts of Cottage 5011 have
solved the problem of getting around campus
with this two-seater scooter. When it recently
stalled, Jan called Security and Dameon Day
promptly came to her rescue, for which Jan is
deeply grateful.

on developments over her years on the job.
As Office Manager, Karen is executive assistant to our CEO, a position with considerable
day-to-day responsibilities. In addition, Karen interacts with all Collington’s boards and provides
staff services to them. She attends all Collington
Board meetings, prepares draft minutes for the
Board secretary, Ted Hawkins, coordinates materials for the Board from all committees, and
participates in Board retreats.
She also staffs the Collington Foundation
Board and Collington Care Services Board when
necessary.
One of the things she likes best about her
job is the variety her work on special projects
brings; for example, helping out in marketing or
arranging the Fellowship Fund banquet.

One of her current temporary assignments is
to stand-in for substantial parts of Judy Reilly’s
responsibilities until that position is filled.
Karen now produces the weekly Courier, assigns meeting rooms, maintains schedules, supports residents in organizing birthday parties,
serves as a liaison with Prince George’s Community College and coordinates resident registration for classes.
Karen and her husband of 23 years, John
Cheney, have two sons 20 and 16 years old. The
family lives in nearby Crofton, making for easy
travel back and forth.
She enjoys photography as well as her hobby
of constructing scrapbook albums.
June 2007
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A FUN Fun-da-Thon for 2007

medical terms as penicillin, hypoglycemia, etc,
all of which Kay and Margaret fielded with the

Huge dollops of whipped cream over sliced
strawberries! Luscious layer cake with straw-

greatest of ease.)
For a really FUN Fun-da-thon this year, our

berry filling -- a feast for the eye and the palate

deep thanks go to Clarice Rioux and the many

laid on by Anna Shea wound up this year’s Fun-

helping hands she enlisted.

da-thon in traditional Collington grand style. The
evening also included:
The playoff spelling bee won by Margaret
Martin who outspelled Kay Cave by making her
way through “f-a-c-u-l-t-a-t-i-v-e.”
An emcee, in the person of Herb Stone, relaxed and jovial. And, the raffling off of two enormous Baskets of Cheer, the first won by Maya
Peretz, the second by Judith Shaw, as well as
an Afghan made by Barbara Sheilds and won by
Carson Piercy.
Our Imperial Wicket Jack Yale announed that
in a very close match, he wrested the trophy
from former Champ Bill Burleigh on the final two
wickets. Bravo, Jack!
Herb offered thanks and recognition all
around -- to Clarice Rioux and Fran Dutton for
heading up the week’s events; to Kay Cave for
excellent, colorful publicity; to Anne Stone for arranging the house tour; to Marion Henry and
Luann Vaky for a handsome Fashion Show announced by Margot Kernan; to Marcia Behr and
MaryAverett Seelye for Charades; to David
Goodkind for the Herb Sale; to Flo Martin, who
ran the Creative Arts sale; to Dan Celdran and
Charles for Fitness Center events and, finally, to
John and Ricky Evans, with assistance from
Walter Sharp, for running two Spelling Bees, and
the playoff. (Thinking to add an additional challenge to our two champs, John offered such
8
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A Word from Our Woodshop
Our Woodshop goes about its quiet way, answering calls for help of all kind. Most recently,
Jim Whitaker, Woodshop chairman, had a call
from a resident who got cable service on her
computer -- as well a thick white wire lying
across a heavily trafficked area of her apartment.
In no time at all, Jim arrived with a wide plastic strip designed to cover such wires and prevent accidents and laid it in place. Its color
blends in with the carpet and the problem is
handsomely solved.
We ask: Is that woodwork? Perhaps not, but
it’s typical of the kind of help the members of the
group offer residents every day. There’s no end
to the sorts of jobs they take on for us.
You don’t have to be a Class A lathe operator
to join the Woodshop. Jim invites you to drop by
on Monday morning between 9:30 and 11 when
the shop is routinely open. They’re also open at
random hours during the week. Check on Ext.
2169.
The members of our Woodshop have
made a gift of $2,000 to the Residents
Association in memory of Karl Wirth and
Junius Jeffries, founding members of the
Committee, who both died earlier this year.

Marketing Scores a Bullseye
Bill McGhee, who regularly escorts visitors
through the Washington National Cathedral, had
no difficulty showing visitors through his and
Nancy’s Cottage No. 2009 during our highly successful marketing event at the end of May.
Some 45 prospective residents came to enjoy
the music of a jazz trio and a spread of varied
and delicious finger foods laid on by Mary Ford
of our catering staff.
The 2100 cluster was the focus of the event,
with a model cottage as well as three unoccupied units open to visitors. Marketing Director

Marjorie Heyer at the Hilltop Garden
Marjorie Heyer has lost no time in joining

Jessica Adams and her staff -- Doreen Batts,

Collington’s activities since she arrived. If you

Gini Bean and Linda Chaplin -- had the assis-

were present at the Fun-da-thon Fashion Show

tance of a number of residents in guiding visitors

you would have seen her modeling a handsome

and fielding questions. Pat King of the Flower

silk shirtwaist dress from the Op Shop as if she

Committee supplied colorful floral arrangements

were an old pro on the runway.
Here she is in the Hilltop Garden where 16

to mark doors of open units.
Greeting guests as they arrived at the Clocktower Lobby were Carson Piercy, Herb Stone
and Luann Vaky while Marion Henry, Lillian
Langford and Sue Embree helped out in the
cluster.

gardeners are now working the 30 plots, Curtis
Langford, Head Gardener, says.
New-arrival Peg Cosgrove took the last of
the open plots, joining such faithful gardeners as
Dene Filer and Bill Burleigh.

The Op Shop Needs YOUR Help!
The Collingtonian has a poor track record
when it comes to recruiting. However, if at first,
etc.
Helping out at the Op Shop is among the

and all the other things that bring us relaxation
and enjoyment.
The old saying “Many hands make short
work” applies to the Op Shop in spades. It asks

most productive volunteer jobs at Collington. We

for as little as a few hours of your time, one day

say this because the income from the Op Shop

a month. And it’s a great way to meet new peo-

goes to underwrite the cost of such projects as

ple -- residents as well as staff. Please. Con-

this one -- The Collingtonian -- and our hospital-

sider it. Call Olivia Miller on 7387.

ity parties, fresh cut flowers, our Library

June 2007
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
Paratrooper Bud Dutton was happy to read

the Hawkinses learned that the original devel-

about Tom McNerney’s career (The Collingto-

oper of the community unceremoniously pro-

nian, May 2007) and recalled that Maria Colvin’s

claimed himself “Mayor.”

late husband had also been a paratrooper. He



wonders if there are others here.

Pamela Hartigan, Managing Director of the
Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship
and an alumna of the World Health Organization,
held her audience spellbound here last month.
Pamela is Henry Dearborn’s daughter and she
stopped off to visit her father enroute from Chile
to Geneva where her organization is headquartered.
In her talk about alleviating world poverty,
she cited the work in Bangladesh of the 2006
Nobel Prize winner Muhammad Yunus, called
“Banker to the Poor.”

Rose Elliott is back home after attending
graduation ceremonies of two of her granddaughters.
One graduated from high school in Atlanta,
Georgia. The second received a Law Degree
from University of Denver. Rose can be proud.

Ted and Ria Hawkins are back from an Elder-

Margo Labovitz’s family -- three sons, their
wives, children, grandchildren and great-grands
-- staged a spectacular 100th birthday party for
the matriarch. Here is one of the posters they
produced for the occasion.


hostel trip to Greece. Cruising in the Cyclades
Islands on a catamaran, they learned to their dis-

One of the prettiest gardens in the 5000 clus-

comfort how unstable the craft could be in windy

ter is in front of Maria Eaves’ cottage. If your

weather.
The first elected mayor of neighboring New
Carrollton was also a member of the group, and

walks don’t include a detour through the clusters

10
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on the hill, you are missing some nice scenery.
Branch out!


Also . . .

By Layne Beaty

Layne Beaty 1914 - 2007
Editor, writer and columnist of
The Collingtonian

July, 2007
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Pictures from All Over
Gator Aid
By our favorite punster, Judith Shaw

Florida’s Lake Apopka is polluted with pesticides from farm runoff. As a result, the male alli-

Reproduced from a Spanish newspaper clip-

gators there are sterile. However, in Lake

ping, the quality of this picture leaves a lot to be

Woodruff Wildlife Refuge (above) there lives a

desired. However, it shows Jeremy Jackson, far

large gentleman alligator who always wears a

left, oceanographer and son of Faith Jackson, re-

tuxedo, white gloves and a top hat, which he

ceiving an award from Prince Phillip of Asturias

doffs to the lady gators. He fathers many baby

(the heir to the Spanish throne), with his wife,

alligators because he is a proper gator.

Dona Letizia. Speaking to Jeremy’s concerns,

From Florida’s Wetlands to Arid Arizona
Robert Elkins, already a photographer of
parts, is just back from a trip to Arizona to hone
his skills.
The saguaro cactus against a vivid sunset,
below, and the blooming cactus at right are
only two of many pictures he took on the trip.

Prince Phillip said: “Dealing with the crisis in
biodiversity is an absolute imperative which we
must undertake decisively.” (Thanks to Pete
Vaky for the translation of the caption.)

